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In November 2019, we officially changed the association’s name in
English—from Quebec Aboriginal Tourism to Indigenous Tourism
Quebec.

INDIGENOUS TOURISM IN QUEBEC – KEY NUMBERS
223 INDIGENOUS ENTERPRISES
ACROSS QUEBEC
164 ITQ MEMBERS
REPRESENTATION R ATE OF 74%
ENTERPRISES IN 17 OF THE 21 TOURISM REGIONS
AND IN 40 OF THE 55 INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
4 MAIN TYPES OF EXPERIENCE
ART AND CULTURE 38%
HUNTING AND FISHING 15%
ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES 27 %
NATURE AND AVENTURE 20 %
1.2 MILLION VISITORS ANNUALLY
SUSTAINS MORE THAN 4,000 JOBS
GENER ATES $169 MILLION IN ECONOMIC BENEFITS
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
Signing these lines on behalf of the board of directors of Indigenous Tourism Quebec (ITQ) is an honour,
year after year. It is thanks to a small and dedicated team of professionals and to nine board members
that our organization can grow and thrive—by and for the Indigenous people in Quebec. And, above all,
our association’s success is also deeply rooted in the trust of nearly two hundred Indigenous promoters
and entrepreneurs across Quebec.
Despite an abrupt end of the tourism calendar for our industry, 2019-2020 once more showed
Indigenous tourism’s capability to innovate and stand out thanks to the quality and authenticity that
make our collective strength and identity. Now an important socio-economic pillar for Indigenous
entrepreneurs and communities in Quebec, Indigenous tourism is growing steadily and visitor demand
is on the rise. Our offers are structured and of professional calibre to meet international standards. The
high professionalism and dedication of our team have closely contributed to this success, as you will
observe through this annual report diligently prepared by the permanent staff.
On behalf of the board of directors, I would like to thank Dave Laveau and his team who have lived up to
the trust that the Indigenous people in Quebec have placed in us by allowing us to support them in the
development, promotion and marketing of their traditional and contemporary tourism experiences. The
year which has just ended and the one that has begun with an unprecedented crisis will have an impact
on our industry which was showing a rapid growth. ITQ will continue to work closely with and in support
of our entrepreneurs
May the Creator be with us all,

Steeve Wadohandik Gros-Louis
President
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A WORD FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Kwe! Hello!
2019-2020 has been an unprecedented year not only for Indigenous Tourism Quebec (ITQ) but also for
the entire industry. As your association, we have successfully been able to complete a year marked
by effective partnerships, unparalleled marketing initiatives, updated communications and an evergrowing membership (with 14 new members this year). We see in all this a renewed trust in our mission
and our services which have been evolving for the last 28 years.
Midway through our 2017-2022 Strategic Plan, the ITQ team brought together its key partners this year
to draw up a highly positive assessment of the first initiatives that have been implemented. In our six
main business sectors where our priority actions were directed, ITQ can be proud of the excellent
success rate achieved: 84% of the actions laid out in the five-year plan have already been implemented!
It is a positive and inspiring outcome that will motivate the execution of our major initiatives aimed at
boosting the Indigenous tourism industry to its full potential so that it can make the most of the various
programs, projects and financial measures to move forward. It is thus with confidence and enthusiasm
that ITQ embarks on this second part of our strategic plan with the support of our partners, the trust of
funders and the loyalty of members from all over Indigenous Quebec.
Despite the undeniable vitality of our sector, the end of the fiscal year was marked by the COVID-19 public
health crisis which has had a significant impact on socio-economic sectors including ours. For the
tourism industry, the shock was almost instantaneous following the temporary closure of borders and
non-essential enterprises and the various lockdown measures. During the recovery phase, Indigenous
SMEs will have to put a health intervention plan at the heart of their business model and adjust their
customer experience accordingly to include, among other things, the new variable of social distancing.
Visitors will have to be reassured and won back.
It will be necessary to innovate and offer the appropriate
support to communities and Indigenous promoters so that
their respective challenges are turned into opportunities.
We are already working on the opportunities that this crisis
can paradoxically generate by supporting our members
in the digital transformation of their enterprises and by
planning our promotional activities targeting Quebecers
and neighboring markets.
ITQ promises to stand with member entrepreneurs and
enterprises during this major crisis. Together, we will
come out of it stronger.

Dave Laveau
Executive Director
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Each year, we are pleased to be able to rely on the nine key players who constitute our
board of directors.
President
Steeve Gros-Louis, Active member | La Sagamité restaurant
Vice-President
Rita Mestokosho, Delegate member | Ekuanitshit Innu Band Council
Secretary
Marc Plourde, Associate member | Quebec Outfitters Federation
Treasurer
Michelle Picard, Delegate member | Native Commercial Credit Corporation

Board Members
Robin McGinley, Delegate member | Cree Outfitting and Tourism Association
Josée Leblanc, Active member | Atikuss
André Dudemaine, Active member | Montreal First Peoples’ Festival
Sean McDonagh, Active member | Inuit Adventures
Robert Lancup, Associate member | Québec City Tourism

THE TEAM
Partners and ITQ members can always count on the professionalism and dynamism of
a dedicated team to fulfill the mandates given by the directors and further develop the
association.
Dave Laveau, Executive Director
Patricia Auclair, Communications Advisor and Operations Manager
Marie-Pierre Lainé, Development Advisor
Jason Picard-Binet, Marketing Advisor (left in January 2020)
Andrew Gros-Louis Germain, Marketing Advisor
Laurence Lainé, Communications and Marketing Agent (maternity leave)
Chloée Delisle, Communications and Marketing Agent
Mélissa Cloutier, Administrative assistant
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1 MISSION:
4 MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS
ITQ is the sectoral tourism association recognized by the provincial ministry of tourism as
the official representative of Indigenous tourism and by the Assembly of the First Nations
of Quebec and Labrador as the go-to resource for the development and promotion of the
Indigenous tourism offer.
Focused on the marketing of Indigenous tourism experiences and products, ITQ provides
Quebec’s Indigenous tourism entrepreneurs with a representative body that safeguards
their interests, supports their development and offers a range of products and services to
promote business development, improve business practices and increase their visibility in
target markets.
To deliver services, ITQ—Quebec’s first Indigenous tourism association—leverages
partnerships, protects its members’ rights and upholds the authenticity of the experiences
and enterprises that it represents.

2019-2020 ANNUAL REPORT

1 MISSION: 4 MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS

Representation
Representation in the tourism industry and with fund providers
In charge of the 2017-2022 Strategic Plan
Developing sectoral expertise and strategic knowledge
Creating partnerships and collaborations
Safeguarding members’ interests with key tourism, political
and strategic leaders
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INVOLVEMENT
ALLIANCE DE L’INDUSTRIE TOURISTIQUE DU QUÉBEC
Board of directors

ALLIANCE DE L’INDUSTRIE TOURISTIQUE DU QUÉBEC
Indigenous traditions roundtable

ARF-QUÉBEC
Board of directors

INDIGENOUS TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
Board of directors

THE ÉCONOMUSÉE NETWORK SOCIETY
Protocole d’entente

SÉPAQ
Framework agreement

QUEBEC INTERNATIONAL PEE-WEE HOCKEY TOURNAMENT
Board of directors

WAPIKONI MOBILE
Board of directors
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KEY PARTNERS
•

Alliance de l’industrie touristique du Québec

•

Assembly of the First Nations of Quebec
and Labrador

•

Indigenous Tourism Association of Canada

•

Aventure écotourisme Québec

•

First Nations of Quebec and Labrador Economic
Development Commission

•

DestiNATIONS

•

Destination Canada

•

Canada Economic Development

•

Quebec Outfitters Federation

•

Quebec’s Ministry of tourism

•

Partnership with 12 regional tourism associations

•

The Économusée Network Society

•

Secrétariat aux affaires autochtones

•

SÉPAQ

•

Indigenous Services Canada
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1 MISSION: 4 MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS

Development
Responsible for ITQ’s development plan
Supporting entrepreneurs according to their business development
phase (start-up process, market-readiness, export-readiness)
Maintaining and updating strategic data
Increasing awareness and promoting tourism development
as a socio-economic enabler
Supporting diversification, enhancement and quality
of the tourism offer
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
OVER 350 SERVICES PROVIDED TO MEMBERS
150 JOINT INITIATIVES WITH PARTNERS
THOUSANDS OF KILOMETERS TRAVELLED
2019-2020 HIGHLIGHTS - MANDATES WITH QUEBEC’S MINISTRY OF TOURISM, AN
ACTION PLAN WITH THE INDIGENOUS TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA AND
INDIGENOUS SERVICES CANADA.
The action plan for developing the offer was followed until mid-March. Due to the
pandemic, scheduled events had to be postponed or cancelled.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOURISM OFFER: PRIORITIES FOR 2019-2020
Implementation of an incubator project for nature/adventure enterprises in
collaboration with QOF and AEQ
The three sectoral associations (AEQ, QOF, ITQ), responsible for the development and
marketing of the nature tourism offer, have come up with a revised proposal for the
incubator project—acceleration of the development and structuring of the tourism
offer in Northern Quebec following several meetings and coordination efforts.
The main objective will be to boost—over the next three years—the implementation
of structuring projects that primarily aim at enhancing the quality of the nature offer
by including an Indigenous culture component to optimize the North’s appeal as a
destination.
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
Fostering the growth and development of the offer and contributing to the vitality
of Indigenous cultural tourism in Quebec’s regions
In collaboration with Tourisme Côte-Nord, the action plan and objectives to be reached
by March 31, 2020 were established. The profile of the current Indigenous tourism offer
was built and potential development opportunities were identified in partnership with the
communities of the region. These will guide actions to be implemented over the next year.
Moreover, ITQ participated in the Gala de Mérite organized by Tourisme Côte-Nord in order
to create various local partnerships with tourism stakeholders of the North Shore and
optimize the deployment of the project aiming at structuring the tourism offer of the region.

Promoting partnerships with opportunity drivers to develop a world-class tourism
offer and generate benefits for the communities
Partnerships play a crucial role in helping us offer development services. We have been able
to count on a number of partners to reach our objectives.
Partnerships play a crucial role in helping us offer development services. We have been able
to count on a number of partners to reach our objectives : Événement Kwe! À la rencontre
des peuples, Conférence canadienne des parcs, Wapikoni Mobile, Aventure Écotourisme
Québec, SOCAM, Institut de tourisme et d’hôtellerie du Québec, Kéroul, SÉPAQ, Beside,
Société du réseau Économusée, etc.
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT TO TOURISM ENTERPRISES — PRIORITIES FOR 2019-2020
Providing support to entrepreneurs
Our mandate as a sectoral tourism association involves sharing knowledge, measures,
resources and existing programs and offering consulting services for business start-ups,
the enhancement and diversification of the tourism offer and public relations. In 2019-2020,
more than 25 enterprises, either in the start-up or development phase, benefited from ITQ’s
support.

Atikuss

Kina8at organization

Aventure Plume Blanche

Kina8at

Centre Sakihikan

Listuguj Mi’gmaq Government

Club Odanak

Minwashin

Corporation de développement
économique Ekuanitshit

Munick-watkins Enterprises Inc.

Corporation Nibiischii
Développement économique Mistissini
Domaine Notcimik

Innucadie Festival

Wendake Pow Wow
Sagamité
SDEUM

Entreprises Essipit —
Société de Gestion PRP
Innu Nikamu Festival

Onquata

Station Uapishka S.e.n.c.
The Indien Craftsmen of Québec
Tourisme Gesgapegiag

Kahnawake Tourism
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
Fostering the growth and development of the offer and contributing to the vitality
of Indigenous tourism
In Québec’s regions
ITQ had to revise its original plan during the year. In collaboration with Tourisme Côte-Nord,
we decided to retain the services of an external firm to establish the phase 1 of our project
to structure the region’s Indigenous tourism offer. Beyond the objectives of building the
profile of the Indigenous tourism offer and identifying potential opportunities, this project
has enabled us to connect with representatives of 9 Indigenous communities and several
other key partners in the region with whom we had a number of exchanges and collaborative
meetings.
ITQ was also involved in the strategic planning process for developing the tourism sector in
the community of Gesgapegiag which has made a lot of concerted efforts in recent years
and has set up several tourism infrastructures.
In Sépaq establishments
ITQ has supported the Wendat Nation in their project which is currently underway with the
Jacques-Cartier Park. The project is in its final stage and will be launched in 2020-2021. Two
meetings between the Mohawk Nation of Kanasatake and the Oka Park management were
held. There is a mutual drive to develop a project. We will, therefore, continue to provide
support to make it happen.
With the Économusée Network Society
ITQ’s Development Advisor had the opportunity to work with 2 Indigenous tourism promoters
(Innu and Atikamekw) to create a winter tourism offer for the North Shore and Mauricie
regions. We reached out to a well-established entrepreneur for knowledge transfer,
participation in the development of the business plan and counselling on certain aspects of
starting a business.
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
Awareness and improvement of best business practices
Presentation to forty partners of the tourism industry during the Tous ensemble, affichons
les couleurs de nos professions day organized by the CQRHT. The Development Advisor
shared with the participants a profile of the Indigenous tourism workforce as well as the
tools we have put in place to stimulate the interest of young people in jobs related to the
tourism industry.

Seizing new opportunities
Several presentations on Indigenous tourism were made to tourism students in educational
institutions with the aim of making them future ambassadors. Presentations were also
given to industry partners in order to maintain our partnerships and strategic positioning to
optimize the development of our offer.
Moreover, thanks to the Maritime Strategic Partnerships Initiative (SPI), ITQ and its partner
Tourisme Montréal proceeded with updating the business plan for the Montreal cultural and
tourism embassy project through funding from Indigenous Services Canada in order to meet
the requirements of potential funders. The mandate was given to the firm Raymond Chabot
Grant Thornton to enhance the credibility of our business plan and ensure a professional
audit.
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
Providing a framework for pow wows, festivals and events
Creation of the guide Créer son pow-wow : guide des bonnes pratiques (Organizing a pow
wow : best practices) to help communities in organizing a pow wow. This collaborative work
was carried out by taking into account field expertise and research on the subject. As more
efforts are being put in by communities to organize pow wow events, this guide is essential
to support them in the process.

Developing a realistic and tailored training program to enhance the skills of the
tourism workforce
ITQ stays attuned to the needs of its members. One need that has been expressed frequently
in recent years is that of recruiting and retaining a competent and qualified workforce. To
address this challenge, we decided to offer training on how to retain staff to more than forty
entrepreneurs. We believe this will make them better equipped to sustain their relationship
with their employees. One enterprise also benefited from personalized coaching following
this training which was greatly appreciated by our network.

SECTORAL EXPERTISE — PRIORITIES FOR 2019-2020
Developing and sharing industry expertise
ITQ has a resource responsible for communications who has carried out a number of projects
such as posting content on social media, completely redesigning the website and generating
several publications and columns with our Indigenous and tourism partners. Details of these
projects are available in this annual report.
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
Reflecting on and developing authenticity standards for Indigenous tourism
in Quebec
ITQ is a member of the national committee driving the Rise project. Led by the Indigenous
Tourism Association of Canada (ITAC) and Tourism HR Canada, this project will involve
updating and transforming ITAC’s national guidelines into a standards-based recognition
framework for Indigenous tourism. The new framework will contribute to the sustainable
growth of Indigenous tourism in Canada. The recently updated National Standards and
Recognition Program will ensure that future Indigenous tourism experiences offered are
authentic.

Developing the expertise for pow wows and Indigenous festivals and events
Through the contribution of the Maritime SPI, ITQ set up an experts committee in 2018-2019
for the creation of a guide. It was from the information gathered during this first meeting
that we were able to determine the content to include in the guide Créer son pow-wow :
guide des bonnes pratiques (Organizing a pow wow: best practices). In 2019-2020, ITQ also
partnered with researcher Cassandre Chatonnier from the Institut National de recherche
scientifique to leverage the information she gathered during her doctoral work on, among
other things, the pow wow events in Quebec. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the committee’s
meeting scheduled in March did not take place. The guide will therefore be distributed later
in all communities in Quebec.
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AREA OF FOCUS: DEVELOPMENT
CONSULTATION ON THE 2020-2025 TOURISM INDUSTRY ECONOMIC
GROWTH STRATEGY
ITQ would like to thank the honorable Caroline Proulx, minister of Tourism, for the
opportunity she gave us to present an overview of the situation, the aspirations,
the challenges and also the issues faced by Indigenous tourism enterprises and
organizations in Quebec when it comes to being part of a government development
plan for the economic growth of tourism. We would like to commend the minister’s
decision to hold a specific consultation with Indigenous entrepreneurs in Quebec on
June 25, 2019 in Wendake. This is a good sign. ITQ also leveraged its consultations
to submit a brief entitled LE TOURISME AUTOCHTONE AU QUÉBEC : LORSQUE
CROISSANCE, AUTHENTICITÉ ET OPPORTUNITÉ SE RENCONTRENT (INDIGENOUS
TOURISM IN QUEBEC: WHEN GROWTH, AUTHENTICITY AND OPPORTUNITY MEET)
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ONE MISSION: 4 MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS

MARKETING
Responsible for ITQ’s marketing and branding strategy
Chairing the Alliance’s Indigenous traditions roundtable
Ensuring visibility of Indigenous tourism in major national
and international tourism markets (e.g., trade shows, fairs)
Ad purchasing (targeted and/or grouped)
Promotion via press and fam tours
Promotion of Indigenous tourism and sub-sectors
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
8 TRADE SHOWS, FAIRS AND MEDIA MARKETPLACES
10 PRESS AND FAMILIARIZATION TOURS
1 MAJOR INFLUENCER EVENT IN PARIS
3 INTERNATIONAL ADVERTORIALS
42 000 COPIES OF THE ORIGIN(E) MAGAZINE OFFERED FREE OF CHARGE
1 NEW MARKETING ADVISOR
HIGHLIGHTS OF 2019-2020: ACTION PLANS WITH THE ALLIANCE DE L’INDUSTRIE
TOURISTIQUE DU QUÉBEC, THE INDIGENOUS TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA,
INDIGENOUS SERVICES CANADA AND CANADA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PROMOTING QUEBEC’S INDIGENOUS OFFER AT THE INTERNATIONAL LEVEL: BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AND PRESS RELATIONS STRATEGY AND INITIATIVES (B2B-B2M)

This year, once again, ITQ (through its Marketing Advisor) took part in Europe’s major
marketplaces as well as in different trade fairs and shows as agreed in the action plan
to promote Quebec as an Indigenous destination among tourism professionals and
media representatives in the different target markets.
During the year, the ITQ team took part in 8 major events which provided a unique
opportunity to present our authentic and distinctive tourism offer in markets outside
Quebec.
The activities scheduled for March 2020 had to be cancelled due to the pandemic.
A tourism recovery measures was quickly thought out and implemented to respond
to the major challenges of this crisis.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
Media fairs and marketplaces
1. QuébecOriginal trade mission in Toronto, October 2019:
Meeting with 18 Canadian journalists. 3 interesting leads for tours combining Quebec
and Wendake. The COVID-19 pandemic and the cancellation of the 2020 Wendake Pow
Wow unfortunately hampered the tour opportunities in 2020. A follow-up is planned for
tours in 2021.
2. Go Media 2019 in Ottawa, August 2019:
Meeting with 27 journalists from the following markets: France, Germany, United
Kingdom, Canada. A German filming project is underway for Nunavik in 2021.
3. International Media Marketplace in New York, January 2020
24 meetings with American journalists. Growing interest in Indigenous tourism.
Several tour possibilities currently on hiatus due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
Tourism industry trade shows and missions
1. QuébecOriginal mission in France, November 2019:
Presence in Bordeaux and Paris. Sales training. Sales and supply night and influencer
event. Participation of ITQ in hosting the influencer nights – presence of a legend teller
and spiritual guide from Uashat Mak Mani Utenam and two Inuit throat singers from
Nunavik.
2. QuébecOriginal mission in Germany, November 2019:
Presence in Stuttgart and Berlin. Sales training. Sales and supply night and influencer
event. Sponsorship by ITQ to host the influencer nights – presence of a legend teller.
3. FTI Touristik trade show in Montréal, February 2020:
Meeting and lunch with around 30 travel agents after a fam tour in Montreal.
4. Rendez-Vous Canada in Toronto, May 2019:
Meeting and promotion of Indigenous tourism experiences with 54 tour operators from
the following markets mainly: France, Germany, United Kingdom, USA, Canada and
China. Quebec VIP cocktail – sponsorship by ITQ to showcase Indigenous traditions.
5. Bienvenue Québec in Quebec City, October 2019:
Meeting with 32 travel agencies and receptive tour operators from Quebec and the rest
of Canada to promote Indigenous tourism experiences.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
BOOSTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENTERPRISES AND PROMOTING THEM
VIA PRESS AND FAM TOURS
To boost the development of Indigenous tourism enterprises and promote them among
journalists, we organize press tours in several regions of Quebec in collaboration with various
fund providers and strategic partners. In 2019-2020, we organized and carried out 10 press
tours to reach our target clienteles, both with traditional journalists and guest influencers
who have a significant reach in promoting destinations.

Press tours
Wandering Wagars, June 28 to July 6: Blogger from Toronto. Press tour to visit Indigenous
members in the following regions: Quebec, North Shore, Centre-du-Québec, Canton de l’est
and Lanaudière. This resulted in 7 blog articles.
I May Roam, June 29 to July 1: American blogger from New York. He participated in the
Wendake Pow Wow and in the tour of Old Quebec. Two blog posts from this hard-to-please
journalist.
Sometimes Homes, June 28 to July 1: American blogger from New York. She participated in
the Wendake Pow Wow and in the tour of Old Quebec. Interesting coverage with 2 blog posts.
L’Express France, April 5 to 10: Press tour with journalist Nathalie Czerwinski in the
Outaouais region and Quebec. We had also planned to visit Saguenay Lac St-Jean but had to
cancel due to a snowstorm. We had a 7-page coverage in L’Express France – Dossier spécial
Canada.
Les Grands Explorateurs, September 7: Video shooting of the Akwasasne Pow Wow in the
Outaouais region. Still awaiting the video.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
Lendemain de trôle, July 21 to 25: Shooting of a short film on fishing in the community of
Unamen Shipu in the Lower North Shore region. This video has been screened at the RISE
Fishing Film Festival in France and Belgium and at the PALM Festival in Quebec.
Pédaler et découvrir, July 10 to 13: Shooting of a First Nations discovery show in the regions
of Quebec and Saguenay Lac St-Jean. This show was broadcast last fall on the Horizon sport
channel in France.
Sport and Style Magazine, September 12 to 19: Press tour with the journalist Laurence
Gounel in Schefferville in the Lower North Shore. Four pages promised in the magazine in
2020. Still awaiting the article.
Bucketlist Magazine press tour, August 7 to 12: Press tour with the journalist Regula Barbara
Zellweger to discover the Indigenous experiences in the regions of Montreal, Lanaudière
and Quebec. Awaiting outcome.
Mordu de la pêche press tour, July 5 to 10: Shooting of an episode of the show Mordu de
la pêche in the Eeyou Istchee Baie-James region. The show is broadcast in more than 48
countries. Awaiting the broadcast of the episode.
ITQ’s marketing department plays a key role in fulfilling our mission. For years, ITQ has
been committed to promoting Indigenous tourism in domestic, national and international
markets.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
MEDIA VISIBILITY AND RESULTS OF INITIATIVES
Through press relations, ITQ fosters a genuine connection based on trust and respect
with journalists, who remain an important source of information for various audiences.
A complete database is available for this purpose. Ads with Québec Le Mag also fall under
this initiative.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
THE COLLABORATIVE PROJECT ON INDIGENOUS TRADITIONS
The Alliance de l’industrie touristique du Québec has identified eight priority experiences in
Quebec, including Indigenous traditions. In this regard, work was conducted in 2019-2020
with the contribution and support of Canada Economic Development and eight associative
partners. This roundtable chaired by ITQ discussed the most relevant strategies for the
promotion of Quebec’s Indigenous offer. The meetings also fostered greater consultation
between partners and better strategic alignment for each of the Alliance’s targets and
markets. More specifically, the initiatives of this collaborative project have the following
goals:

Increase knowledge and awareness
of the Indigenous traditions
experience
Promote the diversity of the
tourism offer related to traditions

The 2019-2020 Indigenous traditions campaign ended on March 11, as the COVID-19 crisis
began to unfold. This means that all the results and findings do not take into account this
new reality and the consequences it will have on the planning of future campaigns. A full
report is available on request.
The collaborative project on Indigenous traditions requires a total investment of $300,000
annually for three years.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
OFFERING COMPREHENSIVE MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL TOOLS
ORIGIN(E) – THE TOURISM MAGAZINE
FOR INDIGENOUS QUEBEC
42,000 COPIES | 116 PAGES
ONE-THIRD OF A PAGE DEDICATED TO
EACH ACTIVE MEMBER in good standing
featuring their photo, contact details,
description and the services they offer.
CONTACT DETAILS of associate and
delegate members.

The 8th issue of Origin(e), published
by Colab Studio, offers an even richer
and more diversified editorial content
and a guide by region to facilitate
planning. Throughout 116 pages,
Origin(e) invites tourists to live their
dream in Indigenous Quebec and shows
once again the distinctive appeal of
Indigenous tourism.

Usually offered free of charge to local
and international tourists through
members and partners, border crossings,
tourist information centres in Quebec
City and Montreal, the Alliance de
l’industrie touristique du Québec network,
professionals of the industry and major
local and international trade and consumer
shows. The 2020 distribution will be
different.
Online version of the magazine available at
www.indigenousquebec.com.
Renewed and diverse editorial content in
the first part, plus a guide by region in the
second part.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
ON THE COVER
The cover of the magazine features the Mi’kmaq
chef Norma Condo. Originally from Gesgapegiag,
Norma is the first Indigenous woman to run a
restaurant in Montreal. In summer 2019, Norma
opened the doors of Miqmak Catering Indigenous
Kitchen, in the Pierrefonds-Roxboro borough.
Inspired by her grandmother and propelled by
her dreams, Norma followed her ambitions. The
Indigenous restaurateur is a visionary and an
entrepreneur proud of her accomplishments, her
roots and her history. This magnificent picture
was taken by multidisciplinary artist Samian in
Mi’gmaq territory last October.
The 2020-2021 issue of Origin(e) was made
possible by Indigenous Services Canada through
the

Community

Opportunities

Readiness

Program (CORP). Due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
the distribution of the magazine, which was
scheduled for the week of March 16, has been
greatly hampered. ITQ will therefore have to
develop a distribution strategy for Quebec, since
no promotion at the international level has been
planned till March 31, 2021.
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AREA OF FOCUS: MARKETING
ITQ ADS
ITQ remains on the lookout for advertising opportunities to enhance the visibility of the
association and our members. We also leverage our various partnerships to promote
our offers and brand image here and abroad. We benefited from the following promotion
opportunities this year:
•

Eight guides of regional tourism associations (Abitibi-Témiscamingue, Baie-James,
Cantons de l’Est, Lanaudière, Saguenay Lac-Saint-Jean, Centre-du-Québec, North
Shore, Montérégie)

•

ARF-Québec

•

Best of Québec

•

Bienvenue Québec

•

Quebec Outfitters Federation

•

Fédération québécoise du saumon de l’Atlantique

•

Jonview

•

Québec le Mag

•

Tourisme Wendake

AGREEMENT WITH PETIT FUTÉ
This year again, ITQ continues its privileged partnership with Les Éditions Néopol to help
promote our members internationally. Members can now benefit from a 30% discount
applicable to all Les Éditions Néopol publications, regardless of the number of publications.
These include Québec le Mag, Best of Québec, Le Petit Futé (Québec, Montreal and Province),
and premium and booster web banners. They are all distributed in Europe.
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ONE MISSION 4 MAIN AREAS OF FOCUS

Communication
Responsible for communicating initiatives, best business
practices and enhancing visibility through effective
and innovative tools
Annual Indigenous tourism magazine – ORIGIN(E)
Providing services to members
Event planning and media visibility
Drafting professional communications
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
HIGHLIGHTS OF 2019-2020
DEVELOPING AND SHARING INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

As a tool for building awareness about the organization, communication plays a
key role for ITQ. It helps us keep in touch with our members, partners and visitors.
Communication is key in crafting a positive and clear branding.

A. THE WEBSITE
Thanks to the financial contribution of Indigenous Services Canada under the
Community Opportunities Readiness Program (CORP), ITQ has been able to
update and revitalize its website to meet its strategic objectives of increasing
the number of world-class enterprises by 50% and achieving 1.5 million visitors
by 2022. Of course, the plunge in the number of tourists owing to the current
pandemic crisis was not foreseen.
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
This digital innovation project has been undertaken to foster the growth and
diversification of the Indigenous tourism industry in Quebec. The aim is to achieve
better marketing of Indigenous tourism enterprises, better online visibility and a
better planning sequence towards their experiences.
As the official representative of Indigenous tourism in Quebec, ITQ has now acquired
an innovative and up-to-date digital communication tool to increase the visibility
of its member enterprises in key markets such as French-speaking Europe, Canada
and the United States and to respond more adequately to the current expectations
of visitors and tourists by highlighting the various offers of Quebec’s Indigenous
tourism enterprises.
Specific objectives achieved
•

Showcase Indigenous tourism experiences and better position our
members.

•

Distinguish and dissociate corporate information from tourist information
thanks to a new website intended for tourists.

•

Increase awareness and credibility of members and the provincial
association.

•

Increase the number of Indigenous tourism visitors to Quebec and
stimulate growth in tourism spending in the destination (post-COVID-19).
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
Thanks to the professionalism and expertise of the firm Spektrum, we were able to
work using an agile approach to deliver a website that meets our expectations and
those of associations and visitors. Here is an overview:
Voici un aperçu :
•

An up-to-date design in line with ITQ’s branding built over the past years.

•

A separation of the corporate space to better meet the needs of members
and especially those of visitors.

•

An intelligent search engine highlighting all members either by geographical
location, the community they belong to, and business sector on the
optimized site and better SEO referencing.

•

A more attractive animated home page (video).

•

A more efficient and easier user experience (better and more natural
navigation).

•

Improved visibility for the Nations, regions, communities and our members
by providing more comprehensive profiles – focus on our unique experiences
that provide a beautiful showcase of Indigenous Quebec.

•

Detailed member profiles with geographical location, multimedia gallery,
contact details and online reservation button (if the member offers this
option).

•

Focus on the digital version of the Origin(e) magazine with an editorial-blog
section.

•

Integration of Umbraco that will allow ITQ to easily update member profiles
and any other section (photos, events, news).
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
B. SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media followers are a representative sample of the clientele. Ensuring an
active relationship with social media users has many advantages for an association
like ours. More than ever considered as a valuable source of inspiration, social
media are part of the customer journey from decision-making to providing feeding
on the experience. They play a significant role in each step of the process. This
year, ITQ has been highly active on social media and the results are amazing!
#AUTOCHTONEQC
Social media such as Facebook, Instagram and others help establish a conversation
with consumers and better understand their needs and expectations. This mostly
individual customer base (FIT) provides us with knowledge about a very specific
market and social media relations help us refine our offers and provide services
tailored to the needs of the targeted clientele. By keeping the conversation going
on a daily basis with our individual clients, we can further develop our strengths
and improve Indigenous Quebec’s offer.
We therefore created and shared #AUTOCHTONEQC.
INSTAGRAM
The leading social media platform for sharing travel photos, Instagram is
undeniably a favourite with our subscribers. There are a number of interactions,
and our audience has more than doubled during the year. There is no doubt
that our efforts and our structuring initiatives are bearing fruit. In the past
year, we also got the opportunity to collaborate with a few travel influencers—
the explorers of our time—who share their experiences on their blog and
on Instagram. Breathtaking photos, travel inspirations, tips – everything to
stimulate our industry.
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
FACEBOOK
New this year! To dissociate our corporate communications from those aimed at
our target clientele, we have created the Facebook group Tourisme Autochtone
Québec - Corporatif. The aim is to have all corporate publications in one place and
to communicate directly with interested stakeholders, that is, our members and
partners. The group thus allows a higher participation and encourages everyone
to discuss their experience, ask questions and answer the questions of other
group members.
On Facebook, we reached 9151 likes – an increase of nearly 20% compared to the
previous year! We make sure to share the posts of our members and partners to
enhance their visibility and encourage travellers to include Indigenous tourism
experiences in their trip. We will be more active in the coming months. Please
stay tuned!

YOUTUBE
What better than YouTube to delve into Indigenous tourism through videos: 9793
views and a viewing time of nearly 16,000 minutes! Our most popular video is the
one that invites viewers to discover Indigenous Quebec.
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
C. MEMBER NEWSLETTER
This year, 27 newsletters were sent to ITQ’s members, partners and contacts. With
an average open rate of nearly 45% (which can reach more than 50%), this electronic
newsletter is an effective way to maintain communication and to share current news,
various development and marketing opportunities, job postings, etc. It also encourages
regular visits to our website which highlights active, delegate and associate members.
Given that some of our members still do not have a social media presence, this
newsletter remains an essential tool to share information relevant to their enterprises.

D. NIKAN NEWSLETTER
ITQ continues to contribute to the Nikan newsletter of the First Nations of Quebec
and Labrador Economic Development Commission (FNQLEDC) by writing a column
on Indigenous tourism as an important socio-economic activity for our communities.
This newsletter is distributed to stakeholders involved in economic development for
Indigenous peoples and is also available on the FNQLEDC’s website.
•
•

July 2019: On a journey to discovering the Abenaki people!
November 2019: Listuguj as a gateway to Mi’gma’gi
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AREA OF FOCUS: COMMUNICATION
E. LA VOIX DES PREMIÈRES NATIONS BY INNUVELLE
Since September 2017, ITQ has been contributing to the tourism column in the
monthly newspaper La voix des Premières Nations by Innuvelle. It is an ongoing
and highly valued collaboration.
This year, we have written ten articles on the following themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

May 2019: La Route des pow-wow : venez faire la fête!
(The Pow Wow Trail: come join in the celebrations!)
June 2019: Les partenariats : un outil essentiel au développement du
tourisme autochtone (Partnerships: an essential tool for the development
of Indigenous tourism)
July 2019: Emploi en tourisme autochtone
(Employment in Indigenous tourism)
August 2019: Les événements autochtones (Indigenous events)
September 2019: Les nouveautés sur le Nitassinan
(Updates about the Nitassinan)
October 2019: 11 activités à faire sur le Québec autochtone cet automne
(11 activities to do in Indigenous Quebec this fall)
November 2019: La mise en valeur des savoir-faire traditionnels
(Promotion of traditional know-how)
December 2019-January 2020: 11 activités à découvrir sur le Québec
autochtone cet hiver
(11 activities to explore in Indigenous Quebec this winter)
February 2020: 11 activités à faire sur le Québec autochtone cet hiver
(11 activities to do in Indigenous Quebec this winter)
March 2020: 11 activités à découvrir sur le Québec autochtone ce printemps
(11 activities to explore in Indigenous Quebec this spring)
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HIGHLIGHTS
AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
THE NOGOM 8ABEK PROJECT
Thanks to funding from the Secrétariat aux affaires autochtones and Québec’s
Ministry of Tourism, this project has allowed the enhancement of direct and regional
services offered and direct intervention with ITQ’s member enterprises from Quebec’s
11 Nations and located in 17 of the 22 tourism regions. Two specific initiatives from
the strategic plan regarding the team’s internal structure were implemented:
1) Addition of a key resource to support the existing team (Administrative Assistant) till 2022.
Thus, the ITQ team was more mobilized in meeting the objectives of the strategic plan with the
support of the versatile resource.
2) Addition of services dedicated to the structuring of Indigenous tourism experiences in
the North Shore region, in collaboration with Tourisme Côte-Nord. The aim is to increase the
quantity and quality of the Indigenous offer in that region in order to make it Quebec’s go-to
place for this market (pilot project).

Le projet Nogom 8abek a été combiné au projet Initiative de partenariat stratégique
maritime – Consultation et mobilisation rendues possibles grâce au financement de
Services aux Autochtones Canada, et qui ont permis de convenir des résultats du
premier plan stratégique 2017-2020 et de se doter d’un second plan actualisé pour
2020-2022. C’est donc pour répondre aux besoins d’évaluation et d’actualisation
que Tourisme Autochtone Québec a rassemblé partenaires et acteurs stratégiques
sensibles à sa mission dans une démarche de consultation stratégique pour aborder
transversalement les différentes orientations de nos actions prochaines autant
en développement, en représentation, en communication et en marketing. Cette
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HIGHLIGHTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
The Nogom 8abek project was combined with the Maritime Strategic Partnerships
Initiative (SPI) - Consultation and mobilisation made possible thanks to funding
from Indigenous Services Canada. The outcomes of the first 2017-2020 Strategic
Plan were agreed on and a second updated plan for 2020-2022 was prepared. It is
therefore for evaluation and update purposes that ITQ brought together partners and
stakeholders who support its mission for a strategic consultation meeting in order
to transversally address the various aspects of our upcoming initiatives in the areas
of development, representation, communication and marketing. This meeting took
place on January 20, 2020, in Wendake.
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HIGHLIGHTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
MARITIME STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS INITIATIVE (SPI) –
DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING
Thanks to funding from Indigenous Services Canada, the SPI Development Action
Plan and Marketing Action Plan were confirmed on April 15, 2019. The agreements,
therefore, made it possible to meet the following objectives:
Development Action Plan
1) Support provided to Indigenous maritime tourism enterprises (mentoring to Indigenous
managers, training, support for drafting business and project plans, creation of tools). Through
the Maritime SPI (development), $27,376.66 were distributed to four Indigenous maritime
tourism enterprises.

2) Pow Wow Committee: Implementation of recommendations and creation of a guide of best
practices for pow wow events in maritime communities. Following the consultations started in
2018-2019, ITQ created the guide Créer son pow-wow : guide des bonnes pratiques (Organizing
a pow wow: best practices). A meeting was scheduled for March 18 and 19, 2020, to present
a preliminary version of the guide which would be improved following the comments of the
participants gathered during this 2nd meeting of the committee. Unfortunately, due to the
COVID-19 health crisis, ITQ was forced to cancel this meeting and to proceed otherwise in order
to have the guide validated. The guide is available to communities. A virtual event is planned for
the launch.

3) Participation in national and international events regarding the development of the offer
and best business practices in tourism, by inviting, depending on the subject of the events,
relevant maritime communities. ITQ and a dozen stakeholders from Quebec’s Indigenous tourism
industry supported by this project attended the International Indigenous Tourism Conference
(IITC), an event organized by ITAC, which took place in Kelowna, on the unceded territory of the
Syilx, from November 12 to 14, 2019.
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HIGHLIGHTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
We extend our congratulations to the two maritime tourism enterprises in Quebec
that won an Indigenous Tourism Award at the gala held by ITAC. These awards are
presented to Indigenous tourism enterprises across Canada for their achievements
in the areas of marketing, leadership and innovation.
•

The Micmac Interpretation Site of Gespeg won the award for the Most
Improved Indigenous Business in terms of market/export readiness.

•

Vacances Essipit won the Best Marketing Campaign Award.

Marketing Action Plan
4) Continuation of the e-marketing diagnostics of the maritime communities and/or
implementation of individual activities resulting therefrom (forecasts for 4 companies X $5,000
each). Through the maritime SPI, nearly $12,000 was distributed to Indigenous maritime tourism
enterprises.
5) Developing the photographic assets of maritime cultural enterprises. ITQ used the services
of photographer Stéphane Audet to develop the cultural photographic collection for Indigenous
tourism. Thus, a photo tour of Quebec’s major Indigenous maritime tourism enterprises took
place in the summer of 2019. Following this journey through Indigenous Quebec, nearly 2,000
photos were delivered to enhance ITQ’s marketing photo gallery. The magnificent photo on the
cover of the 2020-2021 issue of the Origin(e) magazine was taken in Gespeg during a visit in
October 2019.
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HIGHLIGHTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
6) To meet the needs of specific markets targeted by the 2017-2022 Strategic Plan (Frenchspeaking Europe, United States and Germany), ITQ had the business profiles of new members in
the B2B brochure, which presents all the tourism experiences in Indigenous Quebec, translated
in English. This tool directly addresses the needs of international cruise passengers who deal
with the distribution network. This year, we have also worked on the editing, page design and
layout and printing of the Guide created last year on the tourism ecosystem based on the training
provided to members.
7) In-market activation. To meet this objective, ITQ partnered with EVMO - Les événements
mondains to hold a cultural event for the distribution network representatives at RendezVous Canada which was to take place in Quebec City in March 2020. Work had been initiated
but not completed. The aim was to highlight the province’s Indigenous maritime tourism offer
through a performance by artists and a specific kiosk involving the 18 communities concerned,
in collaboration with ITAC and Quebec City Tourism. Due to the cancellation of this event, the
concept could not be implemented and has been postponed to a later date.
8) Web content campaign. Throughout the year, ITQ has developed its social media presence
in conjunction with this SPI program. The aim was to highlight the Indigenous maritime
communities by building a strong presence on Instagram and Facebook in particular. This has
led the number of followers on Instagram to increase to 1815 and the visibility on Facebook to
increase by 17% (in terms of number of fans). ITQ also actively participated in a social media
campaign with its partner Québec Maritime to onboard French influencers/bloggers in Quebec’s
maritime regions.
9) Promotion of Indigenous tourism to the international cruise clientele. Thanks to its
effective partnership with Bienvenue—the only tourism magazine dedicated to all Quebec
cruise passengers—ITQ featured on the cover page and benefitted from an unparalleled editorial
coverage and targeted advertising for our maritime communities. A magazine with a catchy and
compelling content, Bienvenue highlights Quebec’s exceptional tourism offer and is distributed
by hand to cruise passengers in collaboration with the Port of Québec. It is published once a
year to cover the cruise season. Circulation: 216,000 copies!
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HIGHLIGHTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
MARITIME STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS INITIATIVE (SPI) –
TOURISM EVENTS
The project for the event Rendez-vous des Grands Chefs, scheduled for the weekend
of August 31 - September 1, 2019, was submitted to Indigenous Services Canada and
accepted in April 2019. However, ITQ was unable to hold the event.
The non-availability of Fairmont Le Château Frontenac in the summer of 2019,
communicated quite late in the negotiation process, as well as the lack of human
resources within the ITQ team motivated the choice of the board of directors to not
hold the planned edition.
With the objective of taking part in a unifying event that creates bridges between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous people through gastronomy, experiences and
knowledge transfer, ITQ joined a consortium of partners for the first edition of the
BESIDE festival on June 15 to 17, 2019, in the Îles-de-Boucherville national park. For
this project, ITQ’s initial request was to hold the event Rendez-vous des Grands Chefs
in Montreal as part of the BESIDE festival. However, with the opportunities generated
by the G7, we shifted our participation by creating a cultural and tourism event that
has become ITQ’s image concept for this type of deployment.
ITQ also participated in the third edition of the event KWE! Meet with Indigenous
Peoples. In addition, it submitted its application to host the International Indigenous
Tourism Conference in Montreal in 2021. This enabled ITQ to materialize its strategic
orientations in Indigenous event tourism, to raise awareness about our industry
and its rich offer and to promote the culture of the 11 Indigenous Nations in Quebec,
through the three initiatives described above.
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